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Abstract

The SQL (Structured Query Language) is currently available in most database management systems and is the focus of an

intense standardization process resulting in the latest version of the SQL:2003 standard. Standards are fundamental, but often

they are difficult to use, due to their lack of understandability and the occurrence of inconsistencies. An ontology is useful for

clarifying the elements of a standard, along with their interrelationships, as well as for detecting inconsistencies. In this paper

we propose an ontology for the object-relational features of the new SQL:2003 standard, formalized with UML 2.0 class

diagrams and OCL well-formedness rules. The ontology is instantiated with an example in which most of the new object-

relational features of the SQL:2003 standard are presented.
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1. Introduction

After four decades of continuous maturation, data-

bases became a crucial component of information

systems, playing a strategic role in the support of

organizational decisions. A symptom of that crucial
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role is the growth of the relational and object-rela-

tional database management systems (DBMS) market,

which reached $13.6 billion last year and is expected

to come close to $20 billion by 2008 [1]. The corner-

stone of any DBMS is its query language.

Among the plethora of query languages present in

the earliest DBMS, SQL (Structured Query Language)

has emerged both as a de jure and de facto standard.

SQL has been the focus of an intense process of stan-

dardization throughout the years [2–8]), where most

DBMS vendors have been actively involved. The latest

version of the standard, named SQL:2003, presents

some important improvements upon its predecessor,
aces 28 (2006) 695–713



2 A summary of Codd’s research can be found in [15].
3 H2, the ANSI National Committee on Information Technology

Standards (NCITS) Technical Committee on Database, was founded

in 1978 and was known as X3H2 until 1996, when the Accredited

Standards Committee X3 changed its name to NCITS (National
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the SQL:1999. The SQL standard has become a very

large document, currently with several hundredths of

pages. Besides its length and large amount of technical

intricacies, also several inconsistencies, such as those

shown in Section 3.4, hamper its understandability.

Those inconsistencies are probably due to misconcep-

tions on the problem domain, among the many con-

tributors of the standardization process.

When talking about a given domain, the relevant

concepts should be expressed by means of a common

vocabulary that allows us to:

(i) overcome barriers created by ambiguous dis-

courses, approaches, representations, and tools

in their respective contexts;

(ii) share the meaning of terms;

(iii) achieve a common agreement within a

community.

This vocabulary can be organized in a glossary,

taxonomy, thesaurus or ontology [9].

In a standard like the SQL:2003 there are a con-

siderable number of interwoven concepts, where the

semantics of the interrelationships are often very com-

plex. In such a case, an ontology can effectively

complement the standard, by mitigating inconsistency

problems, thus increasing its understandability. In this

paper we propose an ontology for the object-relational

features of the SQL:2003 standard. The final goal of

this ontology is to show what is, and what is not, in

the SQL:2003, its main elements and how they can be

combined when describing an object-relational data-

base schema, thereby giving a general overview of the

most significant concepts of the SQL:2003.

The remainder of this paper is organized as fol-

lows. In Section 2, the evolution of the SQL standard

is recalled. We present, in Section 3, the proposed

SQL:2003 ontology, assuming that readers are famil-

iar with the concepts of UML1 (Unified Modeling

Language), including OCL (Object Constraint Lan-

guage) [10,11]. In Section 4 we validate the ontology,

first by mapping its concepts against the SQL:2003

schemata and then by instantiating it with an example.

A comparison between the proposed ontology and the

Common Warehouse Metamodel (CWM) [12] is
1 The latest UML version (2.0) is used, although readers familiar

with version 1.* will be at ease.
given in Section 5. Finally, we draw some conclusions

and give a brief outline of our plans for future work.
2. Evolution and current situation of the SQL

The relational model came about as a result of E.

Codd’s research2 at IBM during the sixties. The SQL,

originally named SEQUEL (Structured English QUEry

Language), was implemented in an IBM prototype

(SEQUEL-XRM), during the mid-seventies. Some

years later, a subset of this language was implemented

in IBM’s System-R.

In 1979, ORACLE emerged as the first commer-

cial DBMS based on SQL, followed by several other

products (e.g., SQL/DS, DB2, DG/SQL, SYBASE,

INTERBASE, INFORMIX, UNIFY). Even those

which had not originally implemented SQL as their

base query language, offered SQL interfaces (e.g.,

INGRES, ADABAS, SUPRA, IDMS/R). As a result

of this process, SQL became a de facto standard.

In late 1982, ANSI H23 began to standardize a

version of the relational data model through the IBM

donated language, SEQUEL [13]. Renamed SQL by

H2, basic SQL was completed and became an Amer-

ican National Standard in 1986 [14] and soon an ISO

standard [2].

In 1989, the first version of the SQL standard was

revised and an addendum [3], which included main

improvements on referential integrity issues, was pub-

lished. Meanwhile, ANSI brought out a standard for

embedded SQL [16].

In the early nineties, a new version, known as SQL2

or SQL-92, was published by ISO [4]. Both the seman-

tic capabilities of the language and error management

were then considerably improved. That standard was

complemented a few years later, with the approval of

SQL/CLI (Call-Level Interface) [5] and SQL/PSM

(Persistent Stored Modules) [6]. SQL became a com-
Committee for Information Technology Standards). In 2001, NCITS

became INCITS (International Committee for Information Technol-

ogy) and the H2 committee was known as the ANSI INCITS H2

Technical Committee on Database.



Table 1

Evolution of SQL

70s Relational model

DBMS prototypes (SEQUEL XRM)

First relational DBMS

80s ANSI SQL-86 standard

ISO SQL-87 standard

SQL-89 addendum

ANSI embedded SQL

90s SQL 92

SQL/CLI

SQL/PSM

SQL:1999

2003 SQL:2003
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plete computational language, with features such as

control structures and exception handling.

During the last half of the nineties, SQL was

extended by the inclusion of object-oriented capabil-

ities. The resulting standard was divided into several

parts. This version, formerly known as SQL3 and then
Table 2

Structure and summary of the SQL:2003 standard

Part Name Description

1 Framework

(SQL/Framework)

Overview of the standard.

the grammar of SQL a

SQL-implementation. It a

2 Foundation

(SQL/Foundation)

This part defines the data

capabilities for creating,

part also specifies the synt

of data definitions and co

tion of SQL-implementati

3 Call-Level Interface

(SQL/CLI)

It defines the structures a

within an application writ

are independent of the SQ

4 Persistent Stored Modules

(SQL/PSM)

This part specifies the s

maintaining persistent dat

9 Management of External Data

(SQL/MED)

Extensions to Database

external data, through the

10 Object Language Bindings

(SQL/OLB)

It defines extensions to s

Java programming langua

semantics of SQLJ, as w

applications. In addition,

11 Information and Definition Schema

(SQL/Schemata)

This part specifies an Inf

object identifier, the struc

ization specifications rela

standard, and the support

SQL-implementation info

13 Routines and Types Using the Java

Programming Language

(SQL/JRT)

It specifies the ability of in

SQL-invoked routines and

structured user-defined ty

14 XML-Related Specifications

(SQL/XML)

This part defines ways in
finally called SQL:1999, incorporated features such as

new basic data types (e.g., very large objects), user-

defined data types, recursive query operators, sensi-

tive cursors, tables generalization and user roles.

The latest version of the standard, the SQL:2003

[8], is the result of major revisions and extensions to

most parts of the SQL:1999 standard. This version

includes SQL/XML (XML related specifications),

new basic data types (bigint, multiset and XML),

enhancements to SQL-invoked routines, extensions

to the CREATE TABLE statement, a new MERGE

statement, a new schema object (the sequence gen-

erator) and two new sorts of columns (identity and

generated). Table 1 summarizes the evolution of SQL.

The SQL:2003 standard is composed of nine parts,

which are briefly described in Table 2. The numeration

of parts is not contiguous due to historical reasons:

some parts have disappeared (e.g., SQL:1999’s part 5

– SQL/Bindings – was included in part 2 of SQL:2003)
It describes the conceptual framework used in other parts to specify

nd the result of processing statements in that language by an

lso defines terms and notation used in the other parts.

structures and basic operations on SQL-data. It provides functional

accessing, maintaining, controlling, and protecting SQL-data. This

ax and semantics of a database language. It deals with the portability

mpilation units between SQL-implementations and the interconnec-

ons.

nd procedures that may be used to execute SQL statements from

ten in a standard programming language, such that used procedures

L statements to be executed.

yntax and semantics of a database language for declaring and

abase language routines in SQL-server modules.

Language SQL are defined, in order to support management of

use of foreign-data wrappers and datalink types.

upport embedding of SQL statements into programs written in the

ge, commonly known as bSQLJQ. This part specifies the syntax and

ell as mechanisms to ensure binary portability of resulting SQLJ

it specifies a number of Java packages and their classes.

ormation Schema and a Definition Schema that describes the SQL

ture and integrity constraints of SQL-data, the security and author-

ted to SQL-data, the features, sub-features and packages of this

that each of these has in an SQL implementation. It also includes

rmation and sizing items.

voking static methods written in the Java programming language as

of using classes defined in the Java programming language as SQL

pes.

which SQL can be used in conjunction with XML.
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and other parts are new. The latter resulted either from

further partitioning of previous parts (e.g., part 11 was

previously included in SQL:1999 part 2) or from the

implementation of new requirements, such as parts 13

and 14, dealing with Java methods and XML data,

respectively.

Since the SQL:1999, the SQL standard has evolved,

to support the object-relational paradigm. This para-

digm proposes a good compromise between relational

and object-oriented databases. The former have a

robust data model (the relational one) and powerful

query optimization, recovery, security and concur-

rency mechanisms. The latter incorporate object-

oriented mechanisms (e.g., encapsulation, generaliza-

tion, aggregation and polymorphism), and allow to

represent more complex elements which are required

in several domains, such as CAD, CAM or GIS.

Object-relational databases offer the possibility of

defining classes or abstract data types, as well as

tables, primary and foreign keys and constraints, as

relational databases also do. Furthermore, generaliza-
 name : Str
Data

ConstructedType

CompositeType ReferenceType

CollectionType RowType
 ordinal_position: Integer

Element

Multiset
maximum_number_of
_elements : integer

Array
 name : String
 ordinal_position : Integer

Field
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Fig. 1. The data type
tion hierarchies can be defined among classes or

tables. Table attributes can be defined in a simple

domain (e.g., CHAR(25)) or in a user-defined class,

as a complex number or image.
3. An ontology for the SQL:2003

3.1. Introduction

An ontology is a specification of a conceptualization

[17]. This means that, through the definition of an

ontology, one tries to state explicitly and recover the

knowledge of a given domain, known as the bdomain

of interestQ. That knowledge encompasses specifying

the meaning of domain terms and their interrelation-

ships, to allow constructing valid domain articulations.

For such a specification, the ontology representation

language should have rich and formal abstractions.

Special-purpose ontology representation languages

have been developed, such as OWL [18]. UML class
ing
Type
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 ordering_form : Enum
 ordering_category: Enum
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source_dtd_identifier : String
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s sub-ontology.



Table
(from Tables)

 name : String
Catalog

 name : String
SQLSchema

 object_name : String
SchemaObject

Domain
(from Constraints)

UserDefinedType
(from Data Types)

DataType
(from Data Types)

111..n 1..n 1

1..n

1

Constraint
(from Constraints)

0..1

*
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*

Column
(from Columns) Column_hasTypeOf_DataType
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{xor}

Fig. 2. The schema objects sub-ontology (General view).
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diagrams [10,19] have also been used by several

authors as an ontology representational language [20–

22]. The required formality can be obtained by adding

OCL4 well-formedness rules. UML-based ontologies

have the advantage of being more widely understand-

able (especially by the RDBMS-SQL practitioners that

are more familiarized with UML than with the ontolo-

gical languages) and of being aligned with the MDE

(Model Driven Engineering) movement [24].

For the development of the ontology we used a

process similar to that proposed in [25]. In fact, we

combined a top-down and a bottom-up approach

through several iterations, using the information of

parts 1 and 2 (Framework and Foundation, respec-

tively) of the standard and reengineering the metadata

of part 11 (Information and Definition Schema). To

clarify some concepts regarding the elements of the

ontology and the associations among them, we have

also used the books of Melton and Simon [26,27].

For the sake of simplicity, the ontology was

divided into two sub-ontologies: DataTypes and Sche-

maObjects. The first contains the aspects related to

data types, which are detailed on Fig. 1. The second

sub-ontology was split in four parts: a general view

(Fig. 2), the Tables view (Fig. 3), the Constraints

view (Fig. 4) and the Columns one (Fig. 5). Each
4 OCL is a textual language, defined within the UML standard

[11], that allows specifying invariants, pre-conditions, post-condi-

tions, guard conditions, and other types of constraints, which cannot

be expressed using the UML diagrammatic notations. OCL is under-

pinned by mathematical set theory and logic, like in formal lan-

guages, but was designed for usability and is easily grasped by

anybody familiar with object-oriented modeling concepts in general,

and the UML notation in particular [23].
class represents a concept (whose properties are repre-

sented as class attributes). The associations among

classes represent interrelationships among the corre-

sponding concepts, with their semantics specified by

the relationship type (generalization, aggregation,

association . . .) and cardinalities.

The graphical abstractions of UML class diagrams

do not allow conveying several types of restrictions that

occur in the modelled domain, such as well-formedness

rules for the ontological concepts. However, those rules

can be expressed as OCL invariants (constraints which

must be satisfied at all times), as presented in the

following sections. For expressing an invariant in

OCL, we start by indicating its context (the class to

whose instances the invariant is applied), then the

invariant identifier (proceeded by the inv keyword)

and, finally, the invariant expression itself (after the

colon sign). That expression takes the current instance

of the context class as a starting point (represented by

the self keyword). The dot operator (b.Q) is used either

to access attributes, operations or to navigate through

an association. In the latter case the identifier used is the

role name of the target class, or, if undefined, the actual

name of the target class, starting by a lower case letter.

Whenever we navigate through an association whose

target cardinality is more than 1, then the resulting

expression evaluates to a collection type (set, bag or

sequence). To apply an operation to that collection, we

use the b-NQ operator. The collection operations used in
the following sections are:

source-Nexcludes (object:T)

This Boolean function is true iff object is not an

element of the source collection.



 is_insertable_into : Boolean
 is_referenceable : Boolean

Table

 query_expression : String
 is_updatable : Boolean
 is_simply_updatable : Boolean

DerivedTable

TypedTable

BaseTable

 check_option : Enum
View

0..1

subtable

supertable

InheritsFrom
TransientTable

StructuredType
(from DataTypes)

*

*
1

{xor}

Fig. 3. The schema objects sub-ontology (Tables view).
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source-NisUnique (iterators | body)

This Boolean function is true iff body evaluates

to a different value for each element in the

source collection, iterated by the named iterator

variables.

source-NnotEmpty()

This Boolean function is true iff the source

collection is not empty.
0..1

 is_d
 initi

BaseTable
(from Tables)

 search_condition : String
Assertion

U
 search_condition : String
TableCheckConstraint

 is_prefered : Boolean
CandidateKey

1

1

1..n

Constrains

References

Fig. 4. The schema objects sub-o
3.2. Data types sub-ontology

Fig. 1 shows three different kinds of Data Types:

Constructed, Predefined and User-Defined Types

(UDTs). The constructed types can be Composite

Types and Reference Types. The composite types

can be Collection Types (Arrays and Multisets) com-

posed of Elements, and Row Types composed of
eferrable : Boolean
al_constraint_mode : Enum

Constraint

TableConstraint
 search_condition : String
DomainConstraint

niqueConstraint
 update_rule : Enum
 delete_rule : Enum
 match_option : Enum

ReferentialConstraint

PrimaryKey Foreign
Key

*

1 1

*
References

 default_option : Enum

Domain

*

1

Constrains

ntology (Constraints view).



 name : String
 default_option : Enum
 nullability_characteristic : Enum
 ordinal_position : Integer
 is_upadatable : Boolean
 is_self_referencing : Boolean

Column

 start_value : Integer
 increment : Integer
 maximun_value : Integer
 miminum_value : Integer
 cycle_option : Boolean

IdentityColumn

 generation_expression : String
GeneratedColumn

 ordinal_position : Integer
UniqueColumn

Generates

1..n

*

UniqueConstraint
(from Constraints)

1..n

1..n

ReferentialConstraint
(from Constraints)

1..n *

TypedTable
(from Tables)SelfReferences

1 0..1

Table
(from Tables)

1

1..n

References

Fig. 5. The schema objects sub-ontology (Columns view).
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Fields. While in collections all the elements have the

same type (thus the corresponding data type is defined

for the collection concept), in rows, fields may have

different types (thus the corresponding data type is

defined for the field concept).

The UDTs can be Structured Types and Distinct

Types (the latter are defined over a predefined data

type). Structured types are composed of one or more

Attributes and optional methods (Method Specifica-

tions). Each attribute has one data type. Direct inheri-

tance among structured types, row types or reference

types, may occur.

The well-formedness rules that complement the

Data Types diagram (Fig. 1) are the following:

! A Reference Type cannot inherit from itself

context ReferenceType

inv ReferenceTypeCanNotInherit:

self.supertype -N excludes (self)

! A Row Type cannot inherit from itself

context RowType

inv RowTypeCanNotInherit:

self.supertype -N excludes (self)

! A Structured Type cannot inherit from itself

context StructuredType

inv StructuredTypeCanNotInherit:

self.supertype -N excludes (self)
! Attributes of a Structured Type must have unique

names

context StructuredType

inv UniqueAttributeName:

self.attribute -N isUnique (a: Attribute|

a.name)

! An attribute cannot be of the type of the corre-

sponding Structured Type

context Attribute

inv NonRecursiveAttributeType:

self.structuredType bN self.dataType

! Fields of a Row Type must have unique

names

context RowType

inv UniqueFieldName:

self.field -N isUnique (f: Field| f.name)

! A field cannot be of the type of the corresponding

Row Type

context Field

inv NonRecursiveFieldType:

self.dataType bN self.rowType

! Elements of a Collection Type must be in a distinct

position.

context CollectionType

inv UniqueElementPosition:

self.element -N isUnique (e: Element| e.ordinal_

position)
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! A Collection cannot be of the type of its corre-

sponding Data Type

context CollectionType

inv NonRecursiveCollectionType:

self.dataType bN self

3.3. Schema objects sub-ontology

3.3.1. General view

Fig. 2 illustrates the four different Schema Objects

related to object-relational features: Tables, Con-

straints, Domains, and UDTs. Tables are composed

of Columns, which are defined over a domain or a

data type. Each domain is defined over a data type.

ACatalog (a set of Schemas) is an additional way of

qualifying the names of the elements (catalog_name,

schema_name and schema_object_name). An SQL

environment can contain one or more catalogs and,

similarly, a catalog may contain one or more schemas.

Details on tables, constraints and columns are

shown on the next sub-sections and on Figs. 3–5.

The well-formedness rules that complement the

Schema Objects diagram (Fig. 2) are:

! Within a Catalog, SQL Schema names are unique

context Catalog

inv UniqueSchemaName:

self.SQLSchema -N isUnique (s: SQLSchema|

s.name)

! Within a Schema, Schema Object names are unique

context SQLSchema

inv UniqueSchemaObjectName:

self.schemaObject -N isUnique (o: SchemaOb-

ject| o.object_name)

! A Column has either a Domain or a DataType, but

not both. This invariant is expressed graphically on

Fig. 2. It could also be expressed as:

context Column

inv ColumnDomainOrDataType:

(self.domain.dataType-NnotEmpty()) xor(self.

dataType -N notEmpty())

3.3.2. Tables view

Fig. 3 shows the taxonomies or hierarchies for

Tables. On one hand, a Table can be Transient,Derived

(including Views) or Base, and on the other hand there

are Typed and bNot TypedQ tables. A typed table is a

specialization of a base table or a view, but is not both at
the same time (see the exclusive or constraint between

both specializations). Rows of a typed table are

instances of one associated structured type. A typed

table has a self-referencing column (see Fig. 5), which

is the way to implement the object identifier, common

in object-oriented languages. Base tables can be part of

an inheritance hierarchy as supertables and subtables.

The only well-formedness rule for the Tables dia-

gram (Fig. 3) is:

! A BaseTable cannot inherit from itself.

context BaseTable

inv BTcannotInherit:

self.supertable -N excludes (self)

3.3.3. Constraints view

Fig. 4 reveals that Constraints can be Assertions,

Table Constraints and Domain Constraints. A table

constraint affects one base table and can be of three

possible kinds: Table Check Constraint, Unique Con-

straint (including Primary Key) and Referential Con-

straint (for representing the foreign keys). A Table

Check Constraint only specializes its parent class so

that this includes the search condition. A Unique

Constraint is defined over a set of columns, while a

Referential Constraint references only one unique

constraint (see Fig. 5). A domain constraint affects

one Domain. Finally, a Base Table has one or more

Candidate Keys and each one of them corresponds to

a unique constraint.

There are no well-formedness rules for the diagram

on Fig. 4.

3.3.4. Columns view

Details regarding Columns are showed on Fig. 5.

Three kinds of columns are identified: Identity Col-

umn if it is used for implementing the object identi-

fier, Generated Column if its values are derived from

other columns and Unique Column if it is included in

a unique constraint.

The well-formedness rules that complement the

Columns view diagram (Fig. 5) are:

! A GeneratedColumn cannot be calculated from

itself

context GeneratedColumn

inv NonRecursiveGenColumn:

self.column -N excludes (self)
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! Within a Table, Column names are unique

context Table

inv UniqueColumnName:

self.column -N isUnique (c: Column| c.name)

3.4. Mitigating inconsistencies

During the development process of the ontology,

some inconsistencies were detected in the SQL:2003

standard. As a consequence, several plausible, yet con-

flicting, ontological representations may arise. Mitigat-

ing those inconsistencies, in the realm of the proposed

ontology, requires deciding which is the most appro-

priate representation. We report below some of the

inconsistencies found, and explain how we have

tackled them:

! Inheritance among data types — The claim that all

data types can be specialized is contradicted by the

fact that predefined types can not (page 11, in part II:

Foundation). Our representation decision, based on

pages 11, 40, 43 and 44 of part II, was that the

inheritance is only possible in structured types, refer-

ence types or row types but it has no sense in others,

such as distinct and collection types (see Fig. 1).

! Inheritance among tables —The claim that all data

types can be specialized is also contradicted by the

fact that not all tables can (page 55, in part II:

Foundation). Our representation decision, based

on the text on page 13 of part I: Framework, was

to limit the inheritance to the typed base tables (see

Fig. 3).

! Scope of method specification — The standard

claims at a certain point (page 37, of part II: Foun-

dation) that a method specification should be asso-

ciated with a UDT. In our opinion, it is better to

associate the method specification with a structured

type because a distinct type is defined over a pre-

defined type which has no methods (see Fig. 1).

4. Validating the ontology

4.1. Validation by mapping against the SQL:2003

Schemata

Part 11: Schemata of the SQL:2003 standard

includes several hundred lines of SQL code contain-
ing a set of tables that describe all the elements

used by the SQL:2003. It can therefore be consid-

ered as a metamodel that may be used to instantiate

any SQL schema. However, this large metamodel

does not make explicit the relationships among the

elements of the standard in a synthesized fashion.

Instead, they are hidden amongst the large amount

of the schemata code and implementation descrip-

tions (more than 300 pages). In our ontology,

the main concepts and their relationships are

clearly provided in five Figs. (1–5), thus improving

the understandability of the standard. A similar

situation appears when one tries to recognize the

characteristics of a complex information system by

reading the SQL schema code (logical model),

instead of looking at the corresponding conceptual

model.

We have used the Schemata as a starting point for

carrying out a mapping process that allowed us to

grasp the concepts from the tables. Through this

process, we acquired new information for improving

and complementing the knowledge extracted from

other parts of the standard. Notwithstanding, the

most important outcome of this mapping process

was the validation of the ontology itself.

In Table 3, the Definition Schema base tables and

the corresponding elements of the ontology are pre-

sented. The page number within the standard, where

each concept is defined, is indicated in the Page

column.

Additionally, some of the concepts are not derived

from the Definition Schema tables, but we have

included them in the ontology, because they are

important when attempting to grasp the model under-

lying SQL:2003. For instance, the SchemaObject

concept, which generalizes the Table, Constraint,

Domain and UserDefinedType concepts, does not

appear in any of the Schemata tables. These concepts

are generalizations of others that are implemented

throughout several tables. The opposite happens

too: concepts of the ontology are bcamouflagedQ
into a table that is used to implement other concepts.

DerivedTable, TransientTable and BaseTable were

all implemented as Tables. In general, this situation

occurs when the former are specializations of the latter

(a more generic concept).

Correspondences among the tables of the Defini-

tion Schema and the elements of the ontology con-



Table 3

The definition_schema base tables and the elements of the ontology

Base table Page Corresponding ontology concept/Association mapping

Assertions 121 Assertion concept (Fig. 4).

Attributes 123 Attribute concept and its association with the StructuredType concept (Fig. 1).

Catalog_names 126 Catalog concept (Fig. 2).

Check_Column_Usage 131 Not included for improving the ontology readability. It represents the columns used within the

check clause of an assertion, table check constraint or domain constraint.

Check_Constraints 133 Constraint concept (Figs. 2 and 4).

Check_Table_Usage 134 bConstrainsQ association between TableConstraint and BaseTable (Fig. 4).

Column_Column_Usage 137 bGeneratesQ association between GeneratedColumn and Column (Fig. 5).

Columns 140 Column concept and its associations bDefinesQ with the Domain concept and

bColumn_hasTypeOf_DataTypeQ with the DataType concept (both on Fig. 2). Also corre-

sponds to the IdentityColumn and the GeneratedColumn concepts (in the Schemata all these

data are put together). In our ontology we decided to separate these concepts (Fig. 5).

Data_Type_Descriptor 145 DataType concept (Fig. 1). Specific attributes of some predefined types (e.g., character_max-

imum_length) have not been included. Properties of several special kinds of data types

(predefined, multiset and array) are implemented in this table.

Direct_Supertables 153 bInheritsFromQ association between BaseTable and BaseTable (Fig. 3).

Direct_Supertypes 155 bInheritsFromQ association between StructuredType and StructuredType (this is different as in

Schemata where this relationship is between two User_Defined_Types) (Fig. 1).

Domain_Constraints 157 DomainConstraint concept and the bConstrainsQ association between DomainConstraint and

Domain concepts (Fig. 4).

Domains 159 Domain concept and the bDomain_hasTypeOf_DataTypeQ association with DataType concept

(Fig. 2).

Element_Types 160 CollectionType concept (Fig. 1). The name was changed because the original was inexact

(instances of this concept are collections instead of element types of collections). Also the

Element concept and its association with CollectionType were implemented with this table

(Fig. 1).

Fields 162 Field and the RowType concepts (Fig. 1). The latter is required in order to represent that a row

is an aggregation of fields.

Key_Column_Usage 164 The association between UniqueConstraint and UniqueColumn concepts (Fig. 5) and also to

the bReferencesQ association between ReferentialConstraint and Column concepts (Fig. 5).

Consequently, this table implements the set of columns that constitutes a unique, primary or

foreign key.

Method_Specifications 169 MethodSpecification concept and its association with the StructuredType concept (Fig. 1).

Referenced_Types 177 ReferenceType concept and the bReferencesQ association with StructuredType concept (Fig. 1).

The name has been adapted to better represent the data contents in this table, with their

semantics.

Referential_Constraints 179 ReferentialConstraint concept and its bReferencesQ association with the UniqueConstraint

concept (Fig. 4).

Schemata 200 SQLSchema concept and its aggregation with the Catalog concept (Fig. 2).

Table_Constraints 214 TableConstraint concept and the bConstrainsQ association between BaseTable and Table-

Constraint concepts (Fig. 4).

Tables 222 Table concept (Figs. 2 3 4 and 5). The TypedTable concept and its associations with the

StructuredType concept (Fig. 3) and with the Column concept (Fig. 5) are also implemented

with this table.

User_Defined_Types 245 UserDefinedType concept and its specializations StructuredType and DistinctType (Fig. 1). For

this last case the bHasSourceQ association with PredefinedType concept was included.

View_Column_Usage 249 Not included for improving the ontology readability. It implements the columns used,

explicitly or implicitly, in the query expression of a view.

View_Table_Usage 251 Not included for improving the ontology readability. Similarly to the previous one, it imple-

ments the tables contained in a table reference included into a query expression of a view.

Views 252 View concept (Fig. 3).

C. Calero et al. / Computer Standards & Interfaces 28 (2006) 695–713704
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firm that a conceptualization of some kind (such as

this ontology) is required. For instance, on the Sche-

mata it is possible to implement the fields and the

rows together in the same table, but in the ontology

we have split the concepts, a Row being an aggrega-

tion of Fields. Again is confirmed the interest of

having a purely conceptual view (the ontology) over

another oriented to the implementation (the Sche-

mata metamodel).

4.2. Validation by instantiating the ontology

To further validate the ontology, we chose some

sample schemas based on those found in [26,27], and

tried to prove that all their elements (concepts and its

relationships) were in the ontology. The sample covers

a wide set of concepts of the SQL:2003 and it can be

understood better through the table diagram presented

on Fig. 6.

Appendix A displays the complete SQL code and

Appendix B shows its corresponding ontology instan-

tiation, represented as a UML object diagram. Appen-

dix A illustrates not only the SQL code for the

video_and_music schema, including the four base

tables illustrated on Fig. 6, but also other schema

objects of several categories. On the tables in this
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- Table Check Constraint: movies_stock_number_

not_null, customers_cust_last_name_not_null,

. . .;
- Primary Key: movies_primary_key, stock_num-

ber, distributor_name, . . .;
- Foreign Key: movie_number.

Other characteristics of the example are:

! table movies uses the domain price and the struc-

tured type movie;

! table movie_stars has a foreign key constraint

referencing to table movies;

! music_distributors is a typed table based on the

structured type with equal name but ending in

b_stQ;
! table customers has an identity column and a gen-

erated column and uses the money distinct type and

the US_address structured type.

5. Related work

5.1. Introduction to the CWM

The proliferation of data management and analy-

sis tools has resulted in almost as many different

representations and treatments of metadata as there

are tools. Those representations are proprietary and

often not entirely exposed in an API. This hampers
Table 4

Structure and summary of the 5 top-Level packages of CWM

Package Description

Object Model This package provides basic constructs for creating and

purpose, only a subset of the UML metamodel, which m

and object diagrams), is required. The other packages are

modelling constructs whenever possible.

Foundation This package includes a collection of metamodel sub-

structures that are specific to the goals and purposes of

extend as necessary to meet their specific needs. Consequ

nature than model elements found in other packages.

Resource This data resources package includes a collection of con

record, multidimensional, and XML data resources. Wh

model elements in the Object Model.

Analysis This package includes a collection of sub-packages that

sing), data mining, information visualization, and busine

Management This warehouse management package includes a collectio

warehouse operations.
tools interoperability and reduces the potential

for QVT (Query, View, Transformation) operations

[28].

The main purpose of the CWM (Common Ware-

house Metamodel), a standard for interchange of ware-

house metadata, proposed by the Object Management

Group [12], is to solve the previous problems. The

CWM is a framework for representing metadata

about data sources, data targets, transformations and

analysis, and the processes and operations that create

and manage warehouse data. The CWM uses packages

to control complexity and create groupings of logically

interrelated meta-classes, organized to minimize pack-

age dependencies. There are five top-level packages,

summarized in Table 4.

We are only concerned here with the CWM sub-

set that represents object-relational features, which is

mainly contained in the Relational package, within

the Resource package. In our opinion this is the most

representative analogous effort to the ontology pro-

posed in this paper, although based on a previous

version of the SQL standard. In fact, the CWM

Relational package is based on the SQL:1999 stan-

dard section concerning RDBMS catalogs and

describes data accessible through a relational inter-

face such as a native RDBMS, ODBC, or JDBC.

The Relational package uses constructs of the

ObjectModel package to describe the object exten-

sions added to SQL and, since it also addresses the

issues of indexing, primary keys and foreign keys, it
describing metamodel classes in the other CWM packages. For that

ainly includes its structural and instantiation aspects (related to class

designed to maximize the reuse of this Object Model, thus sharing

packages that contain model elements representing concepts and

CWM, providing a common foundation which other packages can

ently, Foundation model elements often have a more general-purpose

structors (sub-packages) that allow the representation of relational,

ere applicable, key elements of these sub-packages from the same

represent data transformations, OLAP (On-line Analytical Proces-

ss nomenclature.

n of sub-packages that represent warehouse processes and results of
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Fig. 7. Meta-class specializations in the CWM relational package.
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extends the corresponding concepts from the Foun-

dation package.

These dependencies are mostly due to the extension

(specialization) of concepts contained in the target pack

ages. A summary of those specializations is represented

on Fig. 7. Two top-level containers, Catalog and

Schema, extend the ObjectModel::Package meta-

class. ColumnSet and SQLStructuredType extend

Class. The Columns contained in the ColumnSet are

extensions of the ObjectModel::Attribute. The data

type of a column (SQLDataType) extends the Object-

Model::Classifier. Indexes, keys, triggers and con-

straints are all direct or indirect specializations of the

Core::ModelElement concept.
5.2. CWM vs SQL:2003

The object-relational part of CWM has some incon-

sistencies with respect to the SQL:2003 standard, and

more specifically, with reference to the base tables of

the Definition_Schema (part 11). Some of the most

representative inconsistencies are the following5:

(a) CWM ObjectModel package:

– In the bCoreQ sub-package, CWM defines

bFeatureQ specialized into bStructuralFeatureQ
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which is also specialized into bAttributeQ. Both
bFeatureQ and bStructural FeatureQ do not exist
in SQL. bStructuralFeatureQ is a generalization
of Column, Field and Attribute and bFeatureQ
is a generalization of Table, Row and UserDe-

finedType.

– In the Behavioral sub-package of CWM, a

bMethod" is a specialization of bBehavioral-
FeatureQ, which is a specialization of bFeatureQ.
MethodSpecification exists in SQL but

bBehavioralFeatureQ does not.
(b) CWM Foundation package:

– In the bKeys and IndexesQ sub-package, CWM

defines bIndexQ that does not exist in SQL.

bUniqueKeyQ (similar to UniqueConstraint in

SQL) and bKeyRelationshipQ (similar to Refer-

entialConstraint in SQL) are indirectly related

through bStructuralFeatureQ and bIndexed-
FeatureQ to bIndexQ.

(c) CWM Relational sub-package within the re-

source package:

– CWM defines bColumnSetQ specialized into

bNamedColumnSetQ and bQueryColumnSetQ.
bNamedColumnSetQ is also specialized into

bTableQ and bViewQ. This is not concordant

with the SQL hierarchy of table types. For

instance, TransientTable does not exist, or

bQueryColumnSetQ is not equivalent to Deri-

vedTable in SQL because the first does not

include views and the second does.

– The data types hierarchies in CWM and

SQL are different. In CWM there are three

kinds of sub-types (bSQLStructuredTypeQ,
bSQLSimpleTypeQ and bSQLDistinctTypeQ)
and in SQL there is also the UserDefinedType

which could not be found within the

CWM.

– CWM does not consider the bUniqueKeyQ
(including bUniqueConstraintQ and b
PrimaryKeyQ) and the bKeyRelationshipQ
(including bForeignKeyQ) as bConstraintsQ
considering only as a bConstraintQ the

bCheckConstraintQ. So the constraint hierar-

chy of CWM does not fulfill the SQL:2003

requirements.

– In CWM bProceduresQ is a kind of bOwned-
ElementQ (equivalent to SchemaObject) but

this has no equivalence in SQL.
– bRowQ is a subtype of bObjectQ instance (con-
tent) in CWM whereas in SQL it is a data type

category.

– In CWM a bSQLStructuredTypeQ can only be

a column aggregation, a StructuredType can

be an aggregation of columns (when it is

associated to a typed table) or of other user-

defined data types.

– CWM establishes that bKeyRelationshipsQ
can be (is specialized in) bColumnSetQ,
bForeignKeyQ or bColumnQ. This is not in

accordance with the SQL:2003 because in

the standard neither the columns nor the

tables (that supposedly are the bColumnSetQ
of CWM) are constraints.

– CWM considers a bcolumnQ as a subtype of

battributeQ, which is not in line with the con-

cepts presented in SQL:2003.

The previous list of discrepancies can be justified

mainly upon two facts. First, CWM is based on

SQL:1999 and not on SQL:2003. Consequently, it

fails to cover the new features of the SQL:2003

standard. Second, CWM is based on the MOF

(Meta-Object Facility), an OMG attempt to produce

a general purpose framework for expressing metamo-

dels [29]. The price for this greater generality is the

increased complexity of metamodels, because they

incorporate concepts that are not bnativeQ to the pro-

blem domain (object-relational database schemas, in

this case).
6. Conclusions and future work

In this paper we have introduced an ontology for

increasing the understandability of the SQL:2003 con-

cepts. We have used the SQL:2003 Schemata (part 11

of the standard) in a mapping exercise against the

proposed ontology, as a means of validating and

refining it. We have used an example from the litera-

ture to demonstrate, by instantiation, that the ontology

comprises all the relevant concepts. We have com-

pared our proposal with the object-relational part of

the CWM. The latter (i) fails to cover some new

features of the SQL:2003 standard because it was

based on a previous version of the standard and (ii)

has some semantic overhead because the metamodel
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is bpollutedQ with concepts imported from the under-

lying MOF framework.

The version of the ontology presented here covers

the object-relational aspects of a database schema.

The full coverage of the standard was a too ambi-

tious endeavour for this first version of the ontology.

The following parts of the SQL:2003 were left out:

part 3 (Call Level Interface), part 9 (Management of

External Data), part 10 (Object Language Bindings),

part 13 (Routines and Types Using the Java Pro-

gramming Language) and part 14 (XML-Related

Specifications). Many concepts used (but not

defined) in those parts are included in the ontology.

Following our initial effort to capture the most

important and generic features in the ontology, we

plan to extend it with other features of the SQL:2003

standard, such as triggers, stored procedures and

access-control features.

The availability of this ontology allowed us to start

exploring some new research tracks, the first of these

being the formalization of a set of complexity mea-
sures for object-relational schemas [30], that were first

defined in [31]. That set was formalized using a

technique, originally proposed in [32], that uses

OCL clauses upon the ontology. We have provisions

to define new measures, incorporating the more recent

features of the SQL:2003 standard, using the same

formalization approach.
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Appendix A. SQL:2003 Code Example Based on Melton and Simon [26,27]
CREATE SCHEMA video_and_music
AUTHORIZATION m_s_enterprises
DEFAULT CHARACTER SET “Latin_1”

CREATE DOMAIN price DECIMAL (7,2)
CHECK (VALUE IS NOT 0);

CREATE DISTINCT TYPE money AS DECIMAL (9,2);

CREATE TYPE movie AS(
movie_id   INTEGER,
title CHARACTER VARYING (100),
languages  MULTISET [‘English’, ‘French’, ‘Spanish’,

‘Portuguese’, ‘Italian’],
genre         CHARACTER VARYING (20) ARRAY [10], 
run_time    INTEGER
)
INSTANTIABLE
NOT FINAL

METHOD length_interval ()
RETURNS INTERVAL HOUR (2) TO MINUTE

CREATE INSTANCE METHOD length_interval ()
RETURNS INTERVAL HOUR (2) TO MINUTE FOR MOVIE
RETURN CAST (CAST (SELF.run_time AS INTERVAL (4) )
AS INTERVAL HOUR (2) TO MINUTE );

CREATE TABLE movies (
stock_number        CHARACTER(10)
        CONSTRAINT movies_stock_number_not_null NOT
NULL,
movie movie,
our_tape_cost price,
tapes_in_stock INTEGER
      CONSTRAINT movies_primary_key PRIMARY KEY
                              (stock_number)
);

CREATE TABLE movie_stars (
movie_title              CHARACTER (30)
   CONSTRAINTmovies_stars_movie_title_not_null NOT
NULL,
movie_year_released DATE,
movie_number       CHARACTER (10),
actor_last_name    CHARACTER (35)
   CONSTRAINT movies_stars_actor_last_name_not_null
   NOT NULL,
actor_first_name    CHARACTER (25)
   CONSTRAINT movies_stars_actor_first_name_not_null
    NOT NULL,
actor_middle_name CHARACTER (25),
   CONSTRAINT movies_stars_unique
   UNIQUE (movie_title, actor_last_name, actor_first_name,
                   actor_middle_name)
   NOT DEFERRABLE,
   CONSTRAINT movies_stars_fk_movie
     FOREIGN KEY (movie_number)
       REFERENCES movies (stock_number)
         ON DELETE CASCADE
         ON UPDATE CASCADE
);

CREATE TYPE music_distributors_st AS (
distributor_id CHARACTER (15),
distributor_name CHARACTER (25)
);

CREATE TABLE music_distributors OF 

REF IS dist_ref SYSTEM GENERATED,
distributor_id WITH OPTIONS
       CONSTRAINT
music_distributors_distributor_id_not_null
       NOT NULL,
distributor_name WITH OPTIONS
      CONSTRAINT
music_distributors_distributor_name_not_null
      NOT NULL,
);

CREATE TYPE address AS(
street            CHARACTER VARYING (35),
city               CHARACTER VARYING (40),
country         CHARACTER (3)
);

CREATE TYPE US_address UNDER address AS(
state             CHARACTER (2),
zip               ROW (

Basic INTEGER,
Plus4 SMALLINT)

)

METHOD zipcode ()
RETURNS CHARACTER VARYING (10); 

CREATE INSTANCE METHOD zipcode ()
RETURNS CHARACTER VARYING (10) 
FOR US_address
BEGIN
IF SELF.zip.plus4 IS NULL
THEN RETURN CAST (SELF.zip.basic AS
    CHARACTERVARYING (5)); 
          ELSE RETURN CAST (SELF.zip.basic AS
              CHARACTER VARYING (5)) 
     || ‘-’  || CAST (SELF.zip.basic AS
     CHARACTER VARYING (4)) 
ENDIF;
END;

CREATE TABLE customers(
nr_of_customer      INTEGER
      GENERATED ALWAYS AS IDENTITY
      (START WITH 1 INCREMENTED BY 1 MINVALUE 1),
cust_last_name      CHARACTER (35)
       CONSTRAINT customers_cust_last_name_not_null
       NOT NULL,
cust_first_name      CHARACTER (35)
      CONSTRAINT customers_cust_first_name_not_null
      NOT NULL,
cust_complete_name GENERATED ALWAYS AS
(cust_first_name || cust_last_name),
cust_address         US_address,
cust_current_charges mone y,
number_of_problems SMALLINT );

CREATE VIEW problem_customers ( last, first)
AS
     SELECT cust_last_name, cust_first_name
     FROM  customers
     WHERE number_of_problems >
      0.8 * (SELECT MAX(number_of_problems)
               FROM customers);

CREATE ASSERTION limit_total_movie_stock_value
  CHECK ( ( SELECT COUNT(*)
                 FROM customers
                 WHERE number_of_problems > 5
                 AND cust_current_charges > 150,00
                 AND cust_current_charges < 1000,00)   <10 );

music_distributors_st (
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